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 “Don’t follow your dreams; chase them!”- a quote by Richard Dumbrill is perhaps the most pertinent for
one who is aiming to crack entrance examinations held after std. XII. We are aware of an aggressive
competition a student appearing for such career defining examinations experiences and hence wanted to
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Formulae includes key formulae of 
the chapter. 
This is our attempt to make tools of
formulae accessible for the students
while solving problems and revising at
last minute at a glance. 

Notes provides compilation of
comprehensive points which elaborate
textual concepts or cover missing
fragments of concept essential for the
complete understanding of the concept.   
This is our attempt to offer gist of
knowledge required from examination
point of view. 

Mindbenders presents thought 
provoking snippets of concepts. 
This is our attempt to enable the
students perceive underlying depth and
implications of concept. 

Shortcuts comprises important theoretical
or formula based short tricks considering
their utility in solving MCQ.  
This is our attempt to highlight content
that would come handy while solving
questions. 

Classical Thinking section encompasses
straight forward questions including
knowledge-based questions. 
This is our attempt to revise chapter in its
basic form and warm up the students to
deal with complex MCQs. 

Classical 
Thinking 

Critical Thinking section
encompasses challenging questions
which test understanding, rational
thinking and application skills of the
students. 
This is our attempt to take the students
from beginner to proficient level in
smooth steps. 

Critical 
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Competitive Thinking section
encompasses questions from various
competitive examinations like MHT CET,
JEE, AIPMT/NEET-UG, etc. 
This is our attempt to give the students
practice of competitive questions and
advance them to acquire knack essential to
solve such questions. 

Competitive  
Thinking 

Every section is segregated sub-topic
wise. 
This is our attempt to cater to
individualistic pace and preferences of
studying a chapter in the students and
enable easy assimilation of questions
based on the specific concept. 

Subtopic wise  
segregation 

Every section, in general, ends with a sub-
topic; miscellaneous. 
Miscellaneous incorporates MCQs whose
solutions require knowledge of concepts
covered in different sub-topics of same
chapter or from different chapters. 
This is our attempt to develop cognitive
thinking in the students essential to solve
questions involving fusion of multiple key
concepts.   

Miscellaneous

Evaluation Test covers questions from
chapter for self-evaluation purpose.  
This is our attempt to provide the
students with a practice test and help
them assess their range of preparation of
the chapter. 

Evaluation 
test 

 

The physics of ….. illustrates real life
applications or examples related to the
concept discussed.   
This is our attempt to link learning to the
life and make the students conscious of
how Physics has touched entire spectrum
of life. 

The physics 
of ….. 

QR Code includes  
• Question Papers and Solutions of

MHT-CET 2021 and 2022. 
• Model Papers I and II with Solutions  
• Hints for relevant questions, Solutions

to Evaluation Test and MHT-CET
paper 2020 in PDF format. 
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 There will be three papers of Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) in ‘Mathematics’, ‘Physics and 

Chemistry’ and ‘Biology’ of 100 marks each.  
 Duration of each paper will be 90 minutes. 
 Questions will be based on the syllabus prescribed by Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and 

Higher Secondary Education with approximately 20% weightage given to Std. XI and 80% weightage 
will be given to Std. XII curriculum. 

 Difficulty level of questions will be at par with JEE (Main) for Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and at 
par with NEET for Biology.  

 There will be no negative marking. 
 Questions will be mainly application based. 
 Details of the papers are as given below:             
 

Paper Subject 
Approximate No. of Multiple 

Choice Questions (MCQs) based on Mark(s) Per 
Question 

Total 
Marks Std. XI Std. XII 

Paper I Mathematics 10 40 2 100 

Paper II 
Physics 10 40 

1 100 
Chemistry 10 40 

Paper III Biology 20 80 1 100 
 
 Questions will be set on 

i. the entire syllabus of Std. XII of Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics and Biology subjects and         
ii. chapters / units from Std. XI curriculum as mentioned below: 

 
Sr. No. Subject Chapters / Units of Std. XI  

1 Physics Motion in a plane, Laws of motion, Gravitation, Thermal properties of 
matter, Sound, Optics, Electrostatics, Semiconductors 

2 Chemistry 

Some Basic Concepts of Chemistry, Structure of Atom, Chemical 
Bonding, Redox Reactions, Elements of Group 1 and Group 2, States of 
Matter: Gaseous and Liquid States, Basic Principles and techniques of 
Chemistry, Adsorption and Colloids, Hydrocarbons 

3 Mathematics 
Trigonometry - II, Straight Line, Circle, Measures of Dispersion, 
Probability, Complex Numbers, Permutations and Combinations, 
Functions, Limits, Continuity 

4 Biology Biomolecules, Respiration and Energy Transfer, Human Nutrition, 
Excretion and osmoregulation 
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Subtopics 
10.1  Introduction 

10.2  Electric Charges 

10.3 Basic Properties of Electric Charge 

10.4  Coulomb’s Law 

10.5 Principle of Superposition 

10.6 Electric Field  

10.7  Electric Flux 

10.8  Gauss’ Law 

10.9  Electric Dipole 

10.10 Continuous Charge Distribution 

1. Electrostatic force:

i. Fvac =
0

1
4

1 2
2

q q
r

ii. Fmed =
0

1
4 K

1 2
2

q q
r

2. Dielectric constant: K =
0




= vac

med

F
F

3. Resultant force on a charge due to multiple

forces: 1F


 = 12F


 + 13F


 + 14F


 + … + 1NF


 
4. Electric intensity:

i. E = 
0

1
4

 2

q
r

ii. E = 
0

F
q

iii. E =
V
d

5. Work done:
i. W = qV
ii. W = q(VB  VA)  
6. Electric flux:  =  E ds






 = E ds cos  

7. Gauss’s law:  =  E ds





 = 
0

Q


8. Electric dipole moment: p = q  2l 
9. Torque on a dipole:

i.


 = p E
 



ii.  = pE sin 
iii. For  = 90, max = pE
iv. For  = 0, min = 0

Formulae

An electroscope is an early scientific instrument that 
is used to detect the presence and magnitude 
of electric charge on a body.

An electroscope 

Electrostatics10
Textbook 

Chapter No. 
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10. Electric intensity due to electric dipole:

i. Eaxis =  22 2
0

1 2pr
4 r l

For r >> l,

 Eaxis = 3
0

1 2p
4 r

ii. Eeq =  3/22 2
0

1 p
4 r  l

For r >> l,  

 Eeq = 3
0

1 p
4 r

11. Charge density:

i. Linear charge density,  =
q
l

ii. Surface charge density,  =
q
A

iii. Volume charge density,  =
q
V

1. The electric charge always resides on the outer
surface of the charged conductor.

2. Coulomb’s law is valid only for stationary point
charges and for particle separation ranging
from 1015 m and above.

3. For metals in electrostatics k =  and so
Q' Q;   i.e., in metals, induced charge is equal
and opposite to inducing charge.

4. For + q, F


and E


are in same direction i.e., 
perpendicular to surface directing outwards. 
For –q, F



and E


 are in opposite direction and 

E


 is perpendicular to surface directing 
inwards. 

5. If electric field intensity is same both in
magnitude and direction throughout then
electric field is said to be uniform. Uniform
electric field is represented by equispaced
parallel lines.

6. It is a common misconception that the path
traced by a positive test charge is a field line but
actually the path traced by a unit positive test
charge represents a field line only when it
moves along a straight line.

7. In the region of strong fields, equipotential
surfaces are close together and in the region of
weak electric fields, equipotential surfaces are
far apart. This follows from

E =  dV
dr

, i.e., dr =  dV
E

  dr  1
E

8. 1 keV = 1.602  1016 joule
1 MeV = 1.602  1013 joule

1. A charge does not experience any force due to
its own electric field.

2. Continuous distribution of charge on the surface
of a conductor is nonuniform if the conductor is
not spherical. On such a conductor, the surface
charge density is large where the curvature of
the surface is small, and very large at sharp
points.

3. The electric field due to a discrete charge
configuration is not defined at the locations of
the discrete charges.

4. The electric field due to a charge configuration
with total charge zero is not zero.
eg.: an electric dipole.

5. The atom consisting of positive and negative
charges is not a dipole, as centre of positive and
negative charges coincide i.e., 2 l = 0. But when
the atom is placed in electric field, positive and
negative centres are displaced relative to each
other and atom becomes a dipole.

6. Recently it has been discovered that elementary
particles such as proton or neutron are
composed of quarks having charge ( 1/3)e and
( 2/3)e. However, as quarks do not exist in free
state, the quanta of charge is still e.

1. Two charges Q each are at distance r from each
other. If third charge q(= –Q/4) is placed at a
distance of (r/2) from each charge, then system
of charges will be in equilibrium.

2. If two like charges q1 and q2 are separated by
distance r, then distance x between charge
q1, and null point (point where net electric field

due to both the charges is zero) is, x = 
2

1

r
q

1
q



Notes

Mindbenders
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3. If two unlike charges q1 and q2 are separated by
distance r, then distance x between charge q1,

and null is, x = 
2

1

r
q

1
q



4. In an electric field, if a charge particle moves
with velocity v then energy of charge particle in
electron volt will be determined by relation

K.E = 1
2

mv2. To convert electron volt into joule 

multiply eV with 1.6  1019. 

 10.1 Introduction 

1. Electrostatic means study of
(A) electric charges in motion.
(B) electric charges at rest.
(C) electric current through a conductor.
(D) dynamic current.

2. Which of the following is NOT an example of
static electricity?
(A) Hearing crackle when we take off

synthetic clothes in dry weather.
(B) Lightening in the sky during

thunderstorms.
(C) Plastic comb is electrified when it is

rubbed with dry hair.
(D) Seeing spark in an electrical switch when

we remove fuse.

 10.2 Electric Charges 

3. When a glass rod is rubbed with silk cloth, then  
(A) glass rod acquires positive charge and

silk cloth acquires equal negative
charge.

(B) there is no transfer of charge.
(C) glass rod acquires negative charge and

silk cloth acquires equal positive
charge.

(D) glass rod acquires positive charge and silk
cloth becomes neutral.

4. Frictional electricity is produced on the two
objects due to
(A) loss of electrons by one object.
(B) loss of protons by one object.
(C) loss of electrons by one object and equal

number of electrons gained by other 
object. 

(D) loss of protons by one object and equal
number of electrons gained by other
object.

10.3 Basic Properties of Electric Charge 

5. The property of attraction or repulsion  acquired
by the material body when it is rubbed with
another body is _______.
(A) charge (B) mass
(C) resistance (D) inductance

6. When any physical quantity exists in the form of
discrete packets it is said to be _______.
(A) magnetised (B) polarised
(C) quantized (D) electrolysed

7. For the following reaction, which is correct?
92U238  90Th234 + 2He4  

(A) Net charge is conserved.
(B) Net  momentum is conserved.
(C) Heat is lost.
(D) Heat is gained.

10.4 Coulomb’s Law

8. Coulomb’s law is applicable for stationary point
charges and not for the extended bodies. This
statement is _______.
(A) true (B) often true
(C) false (D) unpredictable

9. The force between two electrons separated by a
distance ‘r’ is proportional to
(A) r3 (B) r1/2

(C) r1/3 (D) r2 

10. When the distance between the charged particles
is halved the force between them becomes

(A) 1
4

 times (B) 1
2

 times 

(C) 2 times (D) 4 times

11. There are two charges +1 micro coulomb and
+3 micro coulomb. The ratio of the forces acting
on them will be
(A) 1 : 5 (B) 1 : 1
(C) 5 : 1 (D) 1 : 25

12. A charge q1 exerts some force on a second
charge q2. If third charge q3 is brought near
charge q1, the force of q1 exerted on q2
(A) decreases.
(B) increases.
(C) remains unchanged.
(D) increases if q3 is of the same sign as q1

and decreases if q3 is of opposite sign.

13. The dimensions of 0 are
(A) [M0L0T0I0] (B) [M3L2T2I3]
(C) [M1L3T4I2] (D) [M1L3T3I2]

14. S.I unit of permittivity is
(A) N m2/C2 (B) C2/N m2

(C) C/N m (D) N m/C

Classical Thinking
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15. Dielectric constant of a medium is also known
as _______.
(A) relative permeability
(B) permeability
(C) permittivity
(D) relative permittivity

16. The relation between permittivity of medium,
permittivity of vaccum and dielectric constant is
given as

(A) k = 0


(B) ε0 = k


(C) kε0 = ε (D) 
0




= 1
k

17. The ratio of the forces between two small
spheres with constant charge ‘a’ in air and ‘b’ in
a medium of dielectric constant k is
(A) 1: k (B) k : 1
(C) 1: k2 (D) k2:1

18. Force between two charges, when placed in free
space is 10 N. If they are in a medium of
relative permittivity 5, the force between them
will be
(A) 2 N (B) 50 N
(C) 0.5 N (D) 10 N

19. In a hydrogen atom, the distance between proton
and electron is 5.3  1011 m. The electrical
force of attraction between them will be
(A) 6.3  108 N (B) 8.2  108 N
(C) 9.6  108 N (D) 12.2  108 N

20. How many electrons will constitute a charge of
one coulomb?
(A) 6.25  1018 (B) 6.25  1019

(C) 5.25  1018 (D) 5.25  1019 

21. 4  1016 electrons are removed from a
conductor. The conductor acquires a charge of 
(A)  6.4 mC (B) +6.4 mC
(C)  2.5 mC (D) +2.5 mC

22. If 6.24  1018 electrons carry a total charge of
1 coulomb then how many electrons would
carry a total charge of 96500 C?
(A) 6.03  1023

(B) 1.6  1019 

(C) 6.02  1018

(D) both (A) and (B)

10.5 Principle of Superposition

23. The superposition of forces is a method to find
force on a charge when
(A) only a single charge is present.
(B) no charges are present.
(C) multiple charges are interacting.
(D) only two charges are interacting.

 10.6 Electric Field 

24. Conduction electrons are almost uniformly
distributed within a conducting  plate. When
placed in an electrostatic field E1 the electric
field within the plate
(A) is zero.
(B) is infinite.
(C) depends upon E.
(D) depends upon the atomic numbers of the

conducting elements.

25. The electric field inside a spherical shell of
uniform surface charge density is
(A) zero.
(B) constant but  less than zero.
(C) directly proportional to the distance from

the centre.
(D) inversely proportional to the distance

from centre.

26. The unit of electric field is NOT equivalent to
(A) N/C (B) J/C
(C) V/m (D) J/C m

27. Intensity of an electric field E due to a dipole,
depends on distance ‘r’ as

(A) E  4

1
r

(B) E  3

1
r

(C) E  2

1
r

(D) E  1
r

28. In the given figure, ABC is an equilateral
triangle. Charges +q is placed at each corner of
ABC. The electric intensity at O will be

(A) 2
0

q
4πε r

  

(B) 
0

q
4πε r

(C) zero

(D) 2
0

3q
4πε r

29. The magnitude of electric field intensity E is
such that an electron placed in it would
experience an electrical force equal to its weight
given by

(A) mge (B) mg
e

(C) e
mg

(D)
2

2

gR
m

30. The intensity of electric field required to
balance a proton of mass 1.7  1027 kg and
charge 1.6  1019 C is nearly
(A) 107 V/m (B) 105 V/m
(C) 107 V/m (D) 105 V/m

A 

B C

O 

+q+q

+q
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31. The acceleration of a particle of charge of
0.5 C and 500 g mass kept in an electric field of
intensity 200 N/C is
(A) 2000 m/s2 (B) 200 m/s2

(C) 500 m/s2 (D) 20 m/s2 

32. The distance between a proton and an electron
both having a charge 1.6  1019 coulomb of a
hydrogen atom is 1010 metre. The value of
intensity of electric field produced on the
electron due to proton will be
(A) 2.304  1010 N/C
(B) 14.4 V/m
(C) 16 V/m
(D) 1.44  1011 N/C

33. In the figure given below the intensity of
electric field is

(A) 1.9 N/C (B) 1.5 N/C
(C) 2.2 N/C (D) 1.7 N/C

34. Two charges +4e and +e are at a distance x
apart. At what distance a charge q must be
placed from charge +e so that it is in
equilibrium?

(A) x
2

(B) 2x
3

(C) x
3

(D) x
6

35. When electric field intensity E


 at any point in
the electric field is directed towards or away
from the same fixed point then the field is
(A) circular electric field.
(B) uniform electric field.
(C) radial electric field.
(D) all of these.

36. Figure shows the electric lines of force
emerging from a charged body. If the electric
field at A and B are  EA and EB respectively and
if the displacement between A and B is r then

(A) EA > EB (B) EA <  EB

(C) EA = BE
r

(D) EA = B
2

E
r

37. An electric line of force is
(A) a straight line joining any two charges.
(B) a path along which a free negative charge

moves.
(C) a path along which a free test charge

moves in an electric field.
(D) a ray of electric field emitted by a charge.

38. Which of the following is NOT true about
electric lines of forces?
(A) They never intersect with each other.
(B) They are parallel to each other and

equally placed in a uniform field.
(C) They pass through conductor but do not

pass through insulator.
(D) They do not pass through conductor but

pass through insulator.

39. Electric lines of force about negative point
charge are _______.
(A) circular and anticlockwise
(B) circular and clockwise
(C) radial and inward
(D) radial and outward

40. When electric field intensity E


at any point in
the electric field is directed towards or away
from the same fixed point, then the field is
(A) circular electric field.
(B) uniform electric field.
(C) radial electric field.
(D) tangential electric field.

41. The figure represents electric lines of force
originating from charge q1 and q2. We can
conclude that

(A) q1  is negative, q2 is positive.
(B) q1  is positive, q2 is negative.
(C) q1,  q2 are both positive.
(D) q1,  q2 both are negative.

42. Which of the following represents electric
field neither constant in magnitude nor in
direction?

(A)  (B)

 (C) (D) 

3 m 2 m

P E1 +12  109 C E2 +6  109 C 

A r 
B 

qq1 q2 
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 10.7 Electric Flux 

43. The S.I. unit of electric flux is
(A) weber
(B) newton per coulomb
(C) volt  metre
(D) joule per coulomb

44. The total number of tubes of induction passing
normally through a surface situated in an
electric field is called _______.
(A) normal electric induction
(B) total normal electric induction
(C) electric flux
(D) all the above

10.8 Gauss’ Law

45. The T.N.E.I. is independent of the
(A) position of charge density inside a closed

surface only.
(B) charges outside the closed surface only.
(C) both (A) and (B).
(D) neither (A) nor (B).

46. Gauss’ law should be invalid if
(A) there were magnetic monopoles.
(B) the inverse square law were not exactly

true.
(C) the velocity of light were not a universal

constant.
(D) none of these.

47. Electric intensity at a place due to a charge is a
______ quantity.
(A) vector (B) scalar
(C) unitless (D) dimensionless

48. Gauss’ law is true only if force due to a charge
varies as
(A) r1 (B) r2 (C) r3 (D) r4 

10.9 Electric Dipole

49. In vector form dipole moment can be expressed as

 (A) p


 = 2q


. l


 (B) p


= q  2


l

 (C) p


= q


  2


l  (D) p


= q


 


l

50. The SI unit and dimensions of dipole moment
respectively are
(A) C/m,  [M1L0T1I1]
(B) C/m, [M1L1T1I1]
(C) C/m2, [M0L1T1I1]
(D) C m,  [M0L1T1I1]

51. Which of the following charges can form an
electric dipole?
(A) +1 C, 1 mC
(B) +5  103 C, 2  103 C
(C) +103 mC, 1 C
(D) 1 C, 1 C

52. Two charges +3.2  1019 C and 3.2  1019 C
are placed 2.4 Å apart from an electric dipole. It
is placed in a uniform electric field of intensity
4  105 V/m. The electric dipole moment is
(A) 15.36  1029 C m
(B) 15.36  1019 C m
(C) 7.68  1029 C m
(D) 7.86  1029 C m

53. A region surrounding a stationary electric dipole
has
(A) magnetic field only.
(B) electric field only.
(C) both electric and magnetic field.
(D) no electric and magnetic fields.

54. An electric dipole is kept in non-uniform
electric field. It experiences
(A) a force and a torque.
(B) a force but not a torque.
(C) a torque but not a force.
(D) neither a force nor a torque.

55. When axis of electric dipole lies along the
direction of field then torque acting on dipole is
(A) zero (B) pE
(C) pE/2 (D) pE

56. The moment of couple acting on an electric field
is maximum when
(A) axis of electric dipole is parallel to

uniform field.
(B) axis of electric dipole is perpendicular to

uniform field.
(C) field is non-uniform.
(D) axis of electric dipole is inclined at an

angle 45 to the field.

57. An electric dipole consisting of two opposite
charges of 2  106 C each and are separated by
a distance of 3 cm. It is placed in an electric
field of  2  105 N/C. The maximum torque on
the dipole will be
(A) 12  101 N m (B) 12  103 N m
(C) 24  101 N m (D) 24  103 N m

10.10  Continuous Charge Distribution 

58. The magnitude (minimum) of charge that a
particle can have is
(A) 1 C (B) 1.6  1019 C
(C) 0.8  1019 C (D) 3.2  1019 C

59. When the charge is not accumulated in some
part of a conductor but spread evenly then it is
called a _______.
(A) non-uniform charge distribution
(B) irregular charge distribution
(C) uniform charge distribution
(D) radial charge distribution.
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60. We can define the term charge density when
distribution of charge is _______.
(A) non-uniform (B) uniform
(C) zero (D) unit

61. Linear charge density for a circle of radius r is

(A) Q
2πr

(B) Q
πr

 (C) 2

Q
πr

 (D)  2

Q
2πr

62. 10 C charge is uniformly distributed along a
wire of length 5 m. Its linear charge density is
(A) 2  106  C/m (B) 5  106 C/m
(C) 10  106 C/m (D) 3  106 C/m

63. Charge per unit area is called as _______.
(A) linear charge density
(B) volume charge density
(C) surface charge density
(D) unit charge density

64. Unit of surface charge density is
(A) C/m (B) C/m2

(C) C/m3 (D) C

65. A sphere of radius 10 cm is given a charge of
20 C on its surface. The surface charge density
of sphere is
(A) 3.18  104 C/m2 (B) 2  106 C/m2

(C) 3  109 C/m2 (D) 1.59 104 C/m2 

66. Volume charge density is
(A) one dimensional (B) two dimensional
(C) three dimensional (D) dimensionless

67. A charge of magnitude 2 C is distributed
uniformly throughout the solid metal sphere of
radius l cm, then volume charge density of
sphere is
(A) 0.48 C/m3 (B) 0.56 C/m3

(C) 0.2 C/m3 (D) 0 C/m3 

 10.2 Electric Charges 

1. Two identical conductors of copper and
aluminium are placed in an identical electric
fields. The magnitude of induced charge in
aluminium will be _______.
(A) zero
(B) greater than in copper
(C) equal to that in copper
(D) less than in copper

2. Assertion: When charges are shared between
two bodies, there occurs no loss of charge.
However, there is a loss in electrical energy.
Reason: Electrostatic potential energy does not
come under the preview of the conservation law
of energy.

(A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason
is a correct explanation for Assertion.

(B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason
is not a correct explanation for Assertion.

(C) Assertion is True, Reason is False.
(D) Assertion is False, Reason is True.

3. Four charged balls numbered 1 to 4 are
suspended using separate threads. Pairs (1, 2)
and (1, 3) show repulsion, while pair (2, 4)
shows attraction. If ball 4 is now brought near
balls 1 and 3, it will be respectively
(A) repelled, repelled.
(B) attracted, attracted.
(C) repelled, attracted.
(D) attracted, repelled.

10.3 Basic Properties of Electric Charge

4. Which among the following is a sure test of
electrification?
(A) Attraction
(B) Induction
(C) Repulsion
(D) Conduction

5. When a body is connected to the earth, electrons
from the earth flow into the body. This means
the body is ________
(A) uncharged.
(B) charged positively.
(C) charged negatively.
(D) an insulator.

10.4 Coulomb’s Law

6. Which of the following is NOT true about
dielectric constant?
(A) It has no units.
(B) It depends on temperature and nature of

medium. 
(C) It is always constant.
(D) Both (A) and (B).

7. A charge Q is divided into two charges q and
(Q  q). What should be the relation between Q
and q so that force between q and (Q  q) is
maximum?

(A) Q = 1
2

q (B) Q = 2q

(C) Q = q (D) Q = 3
2

q 

8. Two point charges repel each other with a force
of 100 N. One of the charges is increased by
10% and other is reduced by 10%. The new
force of repulsion at the same distance would be
(A) 100 N (B) 121 N
(C) 99 N (D) 90 N

Critical Thinking 
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9. Two fixed point charges + 4q and + q units are
separated by a distance ‘x’. Where should a
third point charge  q0 be placed for it to be in
equilibrium?
(A) Midway between the charges + 4q and

+ q.
(B) At a distance 2x from the charge + 4q.
(C) At a distance 2x/3 from the charge + 4q.
(D) At a distance x/3 from the charge + 4q.

10. Two positive point charges are 3 m apart and
their combined charge is 20 C. If the force
between them is 0.075 N, then the charges are
(A) 10 C, 10 C (B) 15 C, 5 C
(C) 12 C, 8 C (D) 14 C, 6 C

11. Two point charges +3 C and +8 C repel each
other with a force of 40 N. If a charge of
–5 C is added to each of them, then the force

between them will become
(A) –10 N (B) +10 N
(C) +20 N (D) –20 N

12. Two equally charged, identical metal spheres A
and B repel each other with a force F. The
spheres are kept fixed with a distance r between
them. A third identical, but uncharged sphere C
is brought in contact with A and then placed at
the mid-point of the line joining A and B. The
magnitude of the net electric force on C is
(A) F (B) 3F/4
(C) F/2 (D) F/4

10.5 Principle of Superposition 

13. Two charges q1 and q2 repel each other with a
force of 0.1 N. What will be the force exerted by
q1 on q2, when a third charge is placed near
them ?
(A) Less than 0.1 N
(B) More than 0.1 N
(C) 0.1 N
(D) Less than 0.1 N if q1 and q2 are similar

and more than 0.1 N if q1 and q2 are
dissimilar.

14. Which picture below best
represents the direction
of the force on the charge
at the origin due to the
other two changes shown
in figure?

 (A) (B) 

 (C) (D) 

15. Charges of + 10 C and  20 C are placed as
shown in figure. The force on a 5 C charge is
directed to the right everywhere

(A) in region I.
(B) in region II.
(C) in region III.
(D) in region II and III.

16. Four electric charges A, B, C, D are arranged as
shown.  The electric force will be least between
charges  

(A) A and B (B) A and D
(C) B and D (D) A and C

17. Three charges 4q, Q and q are in a straight line
in the position 0, l/2 and l respectively. The
resultant force on q will be zero if Q =

(A) q (B) 2q (C) q
2
 (D) 4q

18. Two small spheres each having the charge +Q
are suspended by insulating threads of length L
from a hook. This arrangement is taken in space
where there is no gravitational effect then the
angle between the two suspensions and the
tension in each will be

(A) 180°, 
0

1
4

.
 

2

2
Q
2L

(B) 90°, 
0

1
4

.
2

2

Q
L

(C) 180°,  
0

1
4

.
2

2

Q
2L

(D) 180°, 
0

1
4

.
2

2

Q
L

19. ABC is a right angled triangle in which
AB = 3 cm and BC = 4 cm and ABC = /2.
The three charges +15, +12, and 20 e.s.u are
placed respectively on A, B and C. The force
acting on B is
(A) 125 dyne (B) 35 dyne
(C) 25 dyne (D) zero

Y 

X 

+2Q

+Q –Qx 

x 

+10 C 20 C 
I II III

2 C 4 C 

2 C 4 C 

A B

CD 

x 

y 
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20. Electric charges of 1 C, 1 C and 2 C are
placed in air at the corners A, B and C
respectively of an equilateral triangle ABC
having length of each side 10 cm. The resultant
force on the charge at C is
(A) 0.9 N (B) 1.8 N
(C) 2.7 N (D) 3.6  N

21. A charge q is placed at the centre of the line
joining two equal charges Q. The system of the
three charges will be in equilibrium if q is equal
to

(A) Q
2

 (B) Q
4



(C) Q
4
 (D) Q

2


22. Equal charges q are placed at the four corners A,
B, C and D of a square of length a. The
magnitude of the force on the charge at B will
be

(A)
2

2
0

3q
4 a

 (B) 
2

2
0

4q
4 a

(C) 1 2 2
2

 
  
 

2

2
0

q
4 a

(D) 12
2

  
 

2

2
0

q
4 a

23. Three charges are placed at the vertices of an
equilateral triangle of side ‘a’  as shown in the
following figure. The force experienced by the
charge placed at the vertex A in a direction
normal to BC is
(A) 2 2

0Q / (4 a )

(B) 2 2
0Q / (4 a ) 

(C) Zero

(D) 2 2
0Q / (2 a )

24. An infinite number of charges, each of charge
1 C, are placed on the x-axis with co-ordinates
x = 1, 2, 4, 8, ..... If a charge of 1 C is kept at
the origin, then what is the net force acting on
1 C charge
(A) 9000 N (B) 12000 N
(C) 24000 N (D) 36000 N

10.6 Electric Field

25. The figure shows some of the electric field lines
corresponding to an electric field. The figure
suggests

(A) EA > EB > EC (B) EA = EB = EC
(C) EA =  EC > EB (D) EB =  EA < EC 

26. Two identical point charges are placed at a
separation of d. P is a point on the line joining
the charges, at a distance x from any one of the
charges. The field at P is E. E is plotted against
x for values of x from close to zero to slightly
less than d. Which of the following represents
the resulting curve?

(A)  (B) 

 (C) (D) 

27. What is the magnitude of a point charge due to
which the electric field 30 cm away has the
magnitude 2 newton / coulomb?
[1/4 0 = 9  109 N m2 /C2]
(A) 2  10–11 C (B) 3  10–11 C
(C) 5  10–11 C (D) 9  10–11 C

28. The distance between the two charges 25 C
and 36 C is 11 cm. At what point on the line
joining the two, the intensity will be zero?
(A) At a distance of 5 cm from 25 C
(B) At a distance of 5 cm from 36 C
(C) At a distance of 10 cm from 25 C
(D) At a distance of 11cm from 36 C

29. Two equal charges q are placed at the vertices A
and B of an equilateral triangle ABC of side ‘a’.
The magnitude of electric field at the point C is

(A) 2
0

q
4 a

 (B) 2
0

2q
4 a

 (C) 2
0

3q
4 a

 (D) 2
0

q
2 a

30. Which among the curves shown in figure below
can possibly represent electrostatic field lines?

 (A) 

 (B) 

Y

X O

E

x 

Y 

X O 

E 

x 

 

A B C 

Y 

X O 

E
x 

Y 

X O 

E 
x 

Conductor

A 

+Q
C a B 

– Q

+ Q
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 (C) 

(D) 

31. An uncharged sphere of metal is placed in
between two charged plates as shown. The lines
of force look like

(A) A (B) B
(C) C (D) D

32. A conducting sphere of radius R = 20 cm is
given a charge Q = 16 C. What is E



at centre?
(A) 63.6 10 N / C
(B) 61.8 10 N / C
(C) Zero
(F) 60.9 10 N / C

33. Three identical point charges, as shown are
placed at the vertices of an isosceles right
angled triangle. Which of the numbered vectors
coincides in direction with the electric field at
the mid-point M of the hypotenuse?

(A) 1
(B) 2
(C) 3
(D) 4

34. Charges q, 2q, 3q and 4q are placed at the
corners A, B, C and D of a square as shown in
the following figure. The direction of electric
field at the centre of the square is along

(A) AB (B) CB
(C) BD (D) AC         

35. The insulation property of air breaks down at
E = 3  106 volt/metre. The maximum charge
that can be given to a sphere of diameter 5 m is
approximately (in coulomb)
(A) 2  102 (B) 2  104

(C) 2  103 (D) 2  105

36. The number of electrons to be put on a spherical
conductor of radius 0.1 m to produce an electric
field of 0.036 N/C just above its surface is  .
(A) 2.7  105 (B) 2.6  105

(C)  2.5  105 (D) 2.4  105

37. If the magnitude of intensity of electric field at a
distance x on axial line and at a distance y on
equatorial line on a given dipole are equal, then
x : y is
(A) 1 : 1 (B) 1 :
(C) 1 : 2 (D) : 1

38. One of the following is not a property of field
lines.
(A) Field lines are continuous curves without

any breaks.
(B) Two field lines cannot cross each other.
(C) Field lines start at positive charge and end

at negative charges.
(D) They form closed loops.

39. The wrong statement about electric lines of
force is
(A) These originate from positive charge and

end on negative charge.
(B) They do not intersect each other at a

point.
(C) They have the same form for a point

charge and a sphere.
(D) They have physical existence.

10.7 Electric Flux

40. Assertion: Electric flux represents the number
of electric lines passing normally through the
given surface in the electric field.
Reason: Electric flux through a surface is given

as  = 
0

q


(A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason
is a correct explanation for Assertion

C

+ + + + + + +

– – – – – – –
D

– – – – – – –

+ + + + + + +

A

+ + + + + + +

– – – – – – –
B

+ + + + + + +

– – – – – – –

1 
M 

4 

3 
2 

O 

B 
2q 

3q 
C D 

4q 

A 
  q 
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(B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason
is not a correct explanation for Assertion

(C) Assertion is True, Reason is False
(D) Assertion is False, Reason is True.

41. The electric flux coming out of one face of a
cube is 

0

4
ε

 . The charge placed at the centre of 

the cube will be _______. 
(A) 24 C (B) 8 C
(C) 16 C (D) 12 C

42. The flux entering and leaving a closed surface
are 5  105 and 4  105 MKS units respectively,
then the charge inside the surface will be
(A) – 8.85  10–7 C (B) 8.85  10–7 C
(C) 8.85  107 C (D) –8.85  107 C

43. Figure shows four charges q1, q2, q3 and q4 fixed
in space. What is the total flux of electric field
through a closed surface S, due to all charges q1,
q2, q3, and q4?

(A) Total flux due to all charges is not equal
to the total flux through S due to charges
q3 and q4

(B) Total flux due to all charges is equal to
the total flux through S due to charges q3
and q4

(C) Total flux due to all charges is zero if
q1 + q2 = q3 +q4

(D) Total flux due to all charges is twice the
total flux through S due to charges q3 and
q4 if q1 + q2 = q3 + q4.

44. A point charge + q is placed at the centre of a
cube of side L. The electric flux emerging from
the cube is

 (A) 
0

q
ε

 (B) Zero

 (C) 
2

0

6qL
ε

 (D) 2
0

q
6L ε

 10.8 Gauss’ Law 

45. A metallic solid sphere is placed in a uniform
electric field. The lines of force follow the
path(s) shown in figure as

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

46. What is T.N.E.I through the surface A and B
respectively? 

(A) (q, 2q)
(B) (–q, – 2q)
(C) (0, q)
(D) (q, 0)

47. Three charges +5 C, +7 C and –4 C are situated
within a body and charges –5 C, 7 C and +4 C
are situated outside the body. The T.N.E.I. over
the closed surface is
(A) 8 C (B) 0
(C) +8 C (D) 10 C

10.9 Electric Dipole

48. A water molecule has an electric dipole moment
6.4 1030 C m when it is in vapour state. The
distance in metre between the centre of positive
and negative charge of the molecule is
(A) 4  1010 (B) 4  1011

(C) 4  1012 (D) 4  1013 

49. An electric dipole consisting of two opposite
charges of 2  106 C each separated by a
distance of 3 cm is placed in an electric field of
2  105 N/C. The maximum torque on the dipole
will be
(A) 12  101 N m
(B) 12  103 N m
(C) 24  101 N m
(D) 24  103 N m

50. For a dipole q = 2  106 C and d = 0.01 m.
Calculate the maximum torque for this dipole if
E = 5  105 N/C
(A) 1  103 N m1 (B) 10  103 N m1

(C) 10  103 N m (D) 1  102 N m2 

10.10 Continuous Charge Distribution 

51. A square is centered at origin having sides
parallel to x and y-axis. It has surface charge
density  (x, y) = 0 xy within its boundaries.
The measure of charge of each side of square is
Q. What is the total charge on the square?
(A) 40Q2 (B) 20a3

(C) 0a2 (D) Zero

52. Four metal conductors having different shapes
i. a sphere
ii. cylindrical
iii. pear
iv. lightning conductor 
are mounted on insulating stands and charged.
The one which is best suited to retain the
charges for a longer time is
(A) i (B) ii
(C) iii (D) iv

1 
2 

3 

4 

1 
2 

3 

4 

+2q

+q –q
A 

B 

q3 q4 

q2 q1 
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53. 64 small drops of mercury, each of radius r and
charge q, coalesce to form a big drop. The ratio
of the surface density of charge of each small
drop with that of the big drop is
(A) 64 : 1 (B) 1 : 64
(C) 1 : 4 (D) 4 : 1

54. A conducting sphere of radius 10 cm is charged
to 10 C. Another uncharged sphere of radius
20 cm is allowed to touch it for some time.
After that, if the spheres are separated, then
surface density of charges on the spheres will be
in the ratio of
(A) 1 : 4 (B) 1 : 3
(C) 2 : 1 (D) 1 : 1

Miscellaneous

55. Electric charges q, q and 2q are placed at the
corners of an equilateral triangle ABC of side l.
The magnitude of electric dipole moment of the
system is
(A) q l (B) 2ql
(C) 3 ql (D) 4ql

56. Infinite charges of magnitude q each are lying
at x = 1, 2, 4, 8, …. metre on x-axis. The value
of intensity of electric field at point x =  due to
these charges will be
(A) 12  109q N/C
(B) zero
(C) 6  109q N/C
(D) 4  109q N/C

57. If a charge is moved against the coulomb force
of an electric field, then
(A) work is done by the electric field.
(B) energy is used from some outside source.
(C) the strength of the field is decreased.
(D) the energy of the system is decreased.

58. Two identical conducting balls A and B have
positive charges q1 and q2 respectively. But
q1  q2. The balls are brought together so that
they touch each other and then kept in their
original positions. The force between them is
(A) zero.
(B) same as that before the balls touched.
(C) greater than that before the balls touched.
(D) less than that before the balls touched.

59. Figure. below shows a fixed charge  Q and a
movable charge  q. The latter is free to move
only along the vertical direction. The charge
 q is in equilibrium, because its weight is
balanced by the electrostatic attraction. In which
of the cases shown in the options the charge  q
is in equilibrium? [The separation between the
charges remains unchanged.]

 (A) (B) 

 (C) (D) 

60. One metallic sphere A is given positive charge
whereas another identical metallic sphere B of
exactly same mass as of A is given equal
amount of negative charge. Then
(A) mass of A and mass of B still remain

equal.
(B) mass of A increases.
(C) mass of B decreases.
(D) mass of B increases.

61. A soap bubble is given a negative charge, then
its radius
(A) decreases.
(B) increases.
(C) remains unchanged.
(D) nothing can be predicted as information is

insufficient.

62. In the given figure, distance of the point from A
where the electric field is zero is

(A) 20 cm
(B) 10 cm
(C) 33 cm
(D) None of these

63. Two copper balls, each weighing 10 g are kept
in air 10 cm apart. If one electron from every
106 atoms is transferred from one ball to the
other, the Coulomb force between them is
(atomic weight of copper is 63.5)
(A) 2.0  1010 N (B) 2.0  104 N
(C) 2.0  108 N (D) 2.0  106 N

64. Two particles of equal mass m and charge q are
placed at a distance of 16 cm. They do not

experience any force. The value of q
m

 is

(A) l (B) 0πε
G

 (C) 
0

G
4πε

(D) 04πε G

A 

80 cm 
10 C 

B 

20 C 

+ q
– Q

– q
– Q

  Q 
  q 

– Q
– q

– q
+ Q
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10.3 Basic Properties of Electric Charge 

1. Five balls numbered 1 to 5 are suspended using
separate threads. Pairs (1, 2), (2, 4) and (4, 1)
show electrostatic attraction while pairs (2, 3),
(4, 5) show repulsion. Therefore, ball 1 must be

 [BCECE 2015] 
(A) neutral.
(B) metallic.
(C) positively charged .
(D) negatively charged.

10.4 Coulomb’s Law

2. Two spheres carrying charges +6 μC and
+9 μC, separated by a distance d, experiences a
force of repulsion F. When a charge of −3 μC is
given to both the sphere and kept at the same
distance as before, the new force of repulsion is

   [K CET 2015] 

(A) F
3

(B) F (C) F
9

(D) 3F

3. Two charges, each equal to q, are kept at x = – a
and x = a on the x-axis. A particle of mass m

and charge q0 = q
2

 is placed at the origin. If

charge q0 is given a small displacement (y << a)
along the y-axis, the net force acting on the
particle is proportional to     [JEE (Main) 2013]
(A)  y (B) – y (C) 1

y
(D) 1

y


4. A charge of 0.8 coulomb is divided into two
charges Q1 and Q2. These are kept at a
separation of 30 cm. The force on Q1 is
maximum when                       [WB JEE 2017]
(A)  Q1 = Q2 = 0.4C
(B)  Q1   0.8C, Q2 negligible
(C) Q1 negligible, Q2  0.8C
(D)  Q1 = 0.2 C, Q2 = 0.6 C

5. The electric force acting between two point
charges kept at a certain distance in vacuum is
16 N. If the same two charges are kept at the
same distance in a medium of dielectric constant
8, the electric force acting between them is
_______ N.                              [GUJ CET 2018]
(A) 1024 (B) 128 (C) 16 (D) 2

6. Two point charges A and B, having charges + Q
and  Q respectively, are placed at certain distance 
apart and force acting between them is F. If 25% 
charge of A is transferred to B, then force between 
the charges becomes:             [NEET (UG) 2019]  
(A) 16F

9
(B) 4F

3
(C) F (D) 9F

16

7. The force of repulsion  between two identical
positive charges when kept with a separation ‘r’
in air is ‘F’. Half the gap between the two
charges is filled by a dielectric slab of dielectric
constant = 4. Then the new force of repulsion
between those two charges becomes

[K CET 2018] 

(A) F
3

(B) F
2

(C) F
4

(D) 4F
9

10.5 Principle of Superposition 

8. Charges ‘Q’ are placed at the ends of a diagonal
of a square and charges ‘q’ are placed at the
other two corners. The condition for the net
electric force on ‘Q’ to be zero is

   [TS EAMCET (Engg.) 2015] 
(A) Q = 2 2 q , being ve

(B) Q = q
2

 , q being  ve 

(C) Q = 2 2 q, q being ve
(D) Q = 2q , q being ve

9. Three identical charges, each 2 C lie at the
vertices of a right angled triangle as shown in
the figure. Forces on the charge at B due to the
charges at A and C respectively are F1 and F2.
The angle between their resultant force and F2 is

[AP EAMCET (Engg.) 2016]  

(A) tan1 9
16
 
 
 

(B) tan1 9
7

 
 
 

 

(C) tan1 16
9

 
 
 

(D) tan1 7
9

 
 
 

10. Two charges each of  charge + 10 C are kept
on Y-axis at y =  a and y = +a respectively.
Another point charge 20 C is placed at the
origin and given a small displacement x (x<<a)
along X-axis. The force acting on the point
charge is (x and a are metres,

(
0

1
4

= 9  109 Nm2 C2)

[AP EAMCET (Engg.) 2016] 

 (A) 2

3.6 x N
a

(B)
22.4x N

a

 (C) 3

3.6 x N
a

(D) 2

4.8 x N
a

Competitive Thinking 

4 m

3 m

C 

A 

B 
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11. Three identical charges are placed on three
vertices of a square. If the force acting between
q1 and q2 is F12 and between q1 and q3 is F13 then

13

12

F
F

= _______.          [GUJ CET 2018] 

(A) 1
2

(B) 2 (C) 1
2

(D) 2

 10.6 Electric Field 

12. A long cylindrical shell carries positive surface
charges  in the upper half and negative surface
charge – in the lower half. The electric field lines
around the cylinder will look like figure given in
(figures are schematic and not drawn to scale)

[JEE (Main) 2015] 

 (A) 

 (B)  

 (C) 

 (D) 

13. 4  1010 electrons are removed from a neutral
metal sphere of diameter 20 cm placed in air.
The magnitude of the electric field (in NC–1) at
a distance of 20 cm from its centre is

[K CET 2017] 
(A) 640 (B) 5760
(C) Zero (D) 1440

14. The magnitude of point charge due to which the
electric field 30 cm away has the magnitude
2 NC–1 will be             [K CET 2018]
(A) 2  10–11 C (B) 3  10–11 C
(C) 5  10–11 C (D) 9  10–11 C

 10.7 Electric Flux 

15. When a 10 C charge is enclosed by a closed
surface, the flux passing through the surface is
. Now another 10 C charge is placed inside
the closed surface, then the flux passing through
the surface is _______.            [GUJ CET 2018]
(A) 4 (B) 
(C) 2 (D) zero

16. A charge q is placed at one corner of a cube. The
electric flux through any of the three faces
adjacent to the charge is zero. The flux through
any one of the other three faces is

  [WB JEEM 2015] 
(A) q/3 0 (B) q/6 0
(C) q/12 0 (D) q/24 0

10.8 Gauss’ Law

17. If the electric flux entering and leaving an
enclosed surface are 1 and 2 respectively, then
the electric charge inside the surface will be

 [Assam CEE 2015] 

(A) 2 1

0

  


(B) 1 2

0

  


(C) 1 2

0

  


(D) 0 (1 + 2)

18. When a 10 C charge is enclosed by a closed
surface, the flux passing through the surface is
. Now another 10 C charge is placed inside
the closed surface, then the flux passing through
the surface is _______.

    [GUJ CET 2018] 
(A) 4 (B) 
(C) 2 (D) zero

19. What is the nature of Gaussian surface involved
in Gauss law of electrostatics?     [K CET 2014] 
(A) Scalar (B) Electrical
(C)  Magnetic (D) Vector

10.9 Electric Dipole

20. The angle between the dipole moment and
electric field at any point on the equatorial plane
is      [K CET 2015]
(A) 180 (B) 0
(C) 45 (D) 90

21. If axE


 and eqE


 represent electric field at a point 
on the axial and equatorial line of dipole. If 
points are at a distance r from the centre of the 
dipole, for r >> a                   [K CET 2016] 

 (A) axE


 = eqE


 (B) axE


 =  eqE


 (C) axE


 = –2 eqE


 (D) axE


 = 2 eqE


 
+ ++

  


 

  
 ++
++

+++
+

–– – – – – – – 

+ 
++ +++

–– –– – – 

++
+++ +

–––––
–
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22. Electric field on the axis of a small electric
dipole at a distance r is E1 and at a distance of 2r
on its perpendicular bisector, the electric field is
E2 . Then the ratio E2 : E1 is

[TS EAMCET (Med.) 2015] 
(A) 1 : 4 (B) 1 : 16
(C) 1 : 8 (D) 1 : 2

23. Three point charges of + 2q, + 2q and – 4q are
placed at the corners A, B and C of an
equilateral triangle ABC of side ‘x’. The
magnitude of the electric dipole moment of this
system is                 [K CET 2017]
(A)  2qx (B)  3 2 qx

(C) 3qx (D)  2 3 qx

10.10 Continuous Charge Distribution 

24. When 1019 electrons are removed from a neutral
metal plate,  the electric charge on it is

[GUJ CET 2015] 
(A) –1.6 C (B) +1.6 C
(C) 10+19 C (D) 1019 C

25. A copper sphere of mass 2 g contains about
2  1022 atoms. The charge on the nucleus of
each atom is 29e. What fraction of the electrons
must be removed from the sphere to give it a
charge of +2 C?             [BCECE 2014]
(A) 1.08  1011

(B) 2.16  1011

(C) 3.24  1011 

(D) 4.32  1011 

26. Two metal spheres, one of radius R and the other
of radius 2R respectively have the same surface
charge density . They are brought in contact and
separated. What will be the new surface charge
densities on them?             [NEET Odisha 2019]

(A) 1 =
5
3
 , 2 =

5
6
  

(B) 1 =
5
6
, 2 =

5
2
 

(C) 1 =
5
2
, 2 =

5
6
  

(D) 1 =
5
2
, 2 =

5
3
 

 Miscellaneous 

27. An electron of mass m, charge e falls through a
distance h metre in a uniform electric field E.
Then time of fall     [K CET 2016]

(A) t = 2h m
eE

(B) t = 2h m
eE

(C) t = 2eE
hm

(D) t = 2eE
h m

28. Pick out the statement which is incorrect.
[K CET 2015] 

(A) A negative test charge experiences a force
opposite to the direction of the field.

(B) The tangent drawn to a line of force
represents the direction of electric field.

(C) Field lines never intersect.
(D) The electric field lines forms closed loop.

29. The angle between the dipole moment and
electric field at any point on the equatorial plane
is       [K CET 2015]
(A) 180 (B) 0
(C) 45 (D) 90

30. Two identical charged spheres suspended from a
common point by two massless strings of
lengths l, are initially at a distance d(d<< l)
apart because of their mutual repulsion. The
charges begin to leak from both the spheres at a
constant rate. As a result, the spheres approach
each other with a velocity v. Then v varies as a
function of the distance x between the sphere, as

 [NEET P-I 2016]

(A) v  
1
2x



(B) v  1x

(C) v  
1
2x

(D) v  x


A Faraday cage or Faraday shield is an enclosure 
formed by conducting material or by a mesh of such 
material. Such an enclosure blocks external static and 
non-static electric fields. A car acts like Faraday cage 
and protects a person from lightening. Hence it is safe 
to take shelter inside the car when caught in lightening.

Faraday cage 
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 Classical Thinking 

1. (B) 2. (D) 3. (A) 4. (C) 5. (A) 6. (C) 7. (A) 8. (A) 9. (D) 10. (D)
11. (B) 12. (C) 13. (C) 14. (B) 15. (D) 16. (C) 17. (B) 18. (A) 19. (B) 20. (A)
21. (B) 22. (A) 23. (C) 24. (A) 25. (A) 26. (B) 27. (C) 28. (C) 29. (B) 30. (A)
31. (B) 32. (D) 33. (B) 34. (C) 35. (C) 36. (A) 37. (C) 38. (C) 39. (C) 40. (C)
41. (B) 42. (B) 43. (C) 44. (B) 45. (C) 46. (B) 47. (A) 48. (B) 49. (B) 50. (D)
51. (C) 52. (C) 53. (B) 54. (A) 55. (A) 56. (B) 57. (B) 58. (B) 59. (C) 60. (B)
61. (A) 62. (A) 63. (C) 64. (B) 65. (D) 66. (C) 67. (A) 

Critical Thinking

1. (C) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (C) 9. (C) 10. (B)
11. (A) 12. (A) 13. (C) 14. (C) 15. (C) 16. (D) 17. (A) 18. (A) 19. (C) 20. (B)
21. (B) 22. (C) 23. (C) 24. (B) 25. (C) 26. (D) 27. (A) 28. (A) 29. (C) 30. (C)
31. (C) 32. (C) 33. (B) 34. (B) 35. (C) 36. (C) 37. (D) 38. (D) 39. (D) 40. (B)
41. (A) 42. (A) 43. (B) 44. (A) 45. (D) 46. (C) 47. (C) 48. (B) 49. (B) 50. (C)
51. (D) 52. (A) 53. (D) 54. (C) 55. (C) 56. (A) 57. (B) 58. (C) 59. (D) 60. (D)
61. (B) 62. (C) 63. (C) 64. (D) 

 Competitive Thinking 

1. (A) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (A) 5. (D) 6. (D) 7. (D) 8. (A) 9. (C) 10. (C)
11. (A) 12. (A) 13. (D) 14. (A) 15. (C) 16. (D) 17. (D) 18. (C) 19. (A) 20. (A)
21. (C) 22. (B) 23. (D) 24. (B) 25. (B) 26. (A) 27. (A) 28. (D) 29. A) 30. (A) 

1.  

From the figure above, the intensity of electric 
field at O is 

 (A) 2
0

Q
4 x



 directed towards Q 

 (B) 2
0

Q
x

 directed towards 8Q 

 (C) 2
0

Q
x




 directed towards Q 

 (D) 2
0

Q
4 x



 directed towards 8Q 

2. If a proton is brought towards another proton, the
electric potential energy of the system
(A) becomes zero. (B) increases.
(C) remains the same. (D) decreases.

3. Electric potential V at any point (x, y, z) in space
is given by V = 3y2  2z. The value of the
electric field at the point (1, 2, 4) is
(A) 2 37 (B) 2
(C) 37 (D) 2 37

4. Electric charges 3 q
2

, 3 q
2

, 3q are placed at the

corners of an equilateral triangle ABC of side l. 
The magnitude of electric dipole moment of the 
system is 

(A) ql (B) 3 3 q
2

l

(C) 3ql (D) 4ql

5. The graph below has two curves plotted
indicating the variation of electric potential with
distance.

The dotted curve and solid curve respectively 
represent variation of potential for 
(A) a charge and an electric dipole.
(B) an electric dipole and a charge.
(C) a charge and a dielectric constant.
(D) a charge and system of charged particles.

Evaluation Test 

x/2 3x/2

Q O 8Q

Answer Key

V 

r 
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6. Consider a charged conductor resting on an
insulating stand as shown below. At point X,
value of the charge density is , the potential is
V and the field strength is E. What will be the
values of same respectively at Y?

(A) < , V, < E (B) , > V, > E
(C) < , < V, E (D) > , V, E

7. A proton falls through a small distance in a
uniform electric field of magnitude   
1.8  105 N/C. The direction of the field is 
reversed keeping the magnitude unchanged and 
an electron falls through the same distance. The 
time of fall will be 
(A) same in both cases.
(B) more in the case of an electron.
(C) more in the case of proton
(D) independent of charge

8. A positive charge is fixed at a small distance
below an infinite metal plate. The lines of
electric field originating from it are correctly
represented by

(A)

 (B) 

 (C) 

 (D) 

9. Figure below represents arrangements of three
identical dipoles. The net electric potential at
point T is

  

(A) zero (B) 2

K p
r

 

 (C) 3

2 K p
r
 (D) 3

2K p
r

 

10. A particle having a charge +e and mass
18  1021 g enters midway between two parallel
plates separated by 4 cm and having a potential
difference of 400 V. Length of each plate is
10 cm and the initial velocity of the particle is
parallel to the plates. The least initial velocity
for which the particle will be able to come out
of the plates is
(A) 9.8 km/s (B) 13.3 km/s
(C) 4.7 km/s (D) 5 2 km/s

11. The potential gradient along the length of a
uniform wire is 12 volt per metre. B and C are
two points at 28 cm and 52 cm on a metre scale
along the wire.The potential difference between
B and C will be
(A) 3 volt (B) 0.46 volt
(C) 2.88 volt (D) 4.22 volt

12. Assertion: The net work done by an
electrostatic field on a charge while moving it
from one point to another is independent of
path.
Reason: The net work done by an electrostatic
force on a charge in it moving along a closed
loop is zero.
(A) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason

is a correct explanation for Assertion.
(B) Assertion is True, Reason is True; Reason

is not a correct explanation for Assertion.
(C) Assertion is True, Reason is False.
(D) Assertion is False, Reason is True.

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ Y 

 

X 

Insulating stand 

r 
Q 

+Q

T

+Q

Q 

+Q

Q 

r r 
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13. Three charges q, +Q and q are placed in a
straight line as shown

 
If the total potential energy of the system is 
zero, then the ratio Q/q is 
(A) 2 / 3 (B) 5.5
(C) 2/9 (D) 1.5

14. Choose the incorrect statement.
(A) Charge cannot exist without mass.
(B) Charge is independent of velocity of

charged particle.
(C) Quantization of charge is microscopic

phenomenon.
(D) Inducing charge can be lesser or equal to

induced charge.

15. Two charges of 2 C and 5 C are separated by
distance of 20 cm. Upon placing a copper plate
of thickness 6 cm at midpoint between the two,
force experienced by changes will be
(A) 9  104 N (B) 5.625  103 N
(C) zero (D) 2.5  103 N

16. If q is the charge per unit area on the surface of
a conductor, then the electric field intensity at a
point on the surface is

(A) 
0

q 
 
 

 normal to surface. 

 (B) 
0

q
2

 
 
 

 normal to surface. 

 (C) 
0

q 
 
 

  tangential to surface. 

 (D) 
0

q
2

 
 
 

  tangential to surface. 

17. For a dipole q = 2  10–6 C and d = 0.01 m.
Calculate the maximum torque for this dipole if
E = 5  105 N/C.
(A) 1  10–3 Nm–1 (B) 10  10–3 Nm–1

(C) 10  10–3 Nm (D) 1  102 Nm2 

18. The surface charge density of an irregular
shaped conductor is _______.
(A) zero
(B) infinity
(C) constant
(D) different at different points

19. The charges on two sphere are +7 C and
–5 C respectively. They experience a force F.
If each of them is given an additional charge of
– 2 C, the new force of attraction will be
(A) F (B) F / 2
(C) F / 3 (D) 2F

20. If the magnitude of intensity of electric field at a
distance x on axial line and at a distance y on
equatorial line on a given dipole are equal, then
x : y is
(A) 1 : 1 (B) 1 : 2
(C) 1 : 2 (D) 3 2 : 1

1. (B) 2. (B) 3. (D) 4. (B)
5. (B) 6. (A) 7. (C) 8. (C)
9. (B) 10. (C) 11. (C) 12. (B)
13. (C) 14. (D) 15. (C) 16. (A)
17. (C) 18. (D) 19. (A) 20. (D)

q +Q q

x 2x

Answers to Evaluation Test
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